The role of intratumor environment in determining spontaneous metastatic activity of a B16 melanoma clone.
B16 melanoma-derived cell lines and clones that initiate rapid-growing and nonmetastatic tumors in normal young (2-month-old) mice were previously shown to form slower-growing and highly metastatic tumors in normal mature or aged (greater than 10-month-old) mice. Similarly, slower tumor growth and enhanced metastasis occurred in young mice hyperimmunized against tumor-associated antigens. The metastatic characteristics of subcutaneous tumors initiated by one B16 melanoma clone, G3.26, were examined in normal young mice, normal mature mice, young mice immunized against G3.26 cells, and young mice maintained on a diet of 50% less food than usual. In normal young mice, tumors rarely disseminated viable lung metastases, even at very large sizes, and viable tumor cells were not detected in blood obtained by whole-body vascular perfusion. In contrast, tumors in mature, in immunized, and in calorie-restricted mice gave rise to visible lung metastases in 60-90% of mice, with dissemination beginning at relatively small tumor sizes. These tumors grew 27-78% slower than tumors in normal young mice, but in no case was expression of metastatic activity dependent on longer host survival. In all three experimental hosts, metastatic activity was transient and not expressed during subsequent growth of metastases in young mice. Different host mechanisms operating in mature, immune, and calorie-restricted mice were probably responsible for suppressing tumor growth. However, the consistent generation of metastatic activity under such diverse conditions suggests a common basis for promotion of metastasis, possibly related to intratumor environment alterations resulting from slower tumor growth.